ABSTRACT Color image is an important information medium in many multimedia applications. Quaternionic representation (QR), a popular technique for color image processing, is capable of considering the interactions among color channels. However, some commonly used quaternionic operators, such as Clifford translation, rotation, and reflection, only explore the shallow relationships among different color channels. To address this limitation, we propose a simple yet effective operator, named Multiple-Action Transform of Quaternion (MATQ), for color images. MATQ cascades some basic quaternionic operators to form a multiple architecture such that it is able to take account of more complicated relationships among color channels. Three examples of MATQ operators are given and detailedly investigated. Two applications, impulse noise detection and image classification of color images, are provided to show the effectiveness of MATQ. Experiments and comparisons demonstrate that the developed MATQ is a useful tool for color image processing.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the advancement of technology and hardware in use by modern imaging equipment and devices, the color images are easily achieved and commonly appeared in many multimedia applications, such as Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter. Compared with traditional binary and grayscale images, color images contain tremendous information that will definitely benefits the related processing tasks. Consequently, a great deal of efforts have been made to develop various multimedia techniques for color image applications, including image enhancement [1] , [2] , background subtraction [3] , color transfer [4] , saliency detection [5] , and many others.
To efficiently and effectively handle a color image, we need a proper manner to represent it first. The RGB color space is one popular representation of color images, which is defined by the three chromaticities of the red, green, and blue. Many algorithms directly work on each color component
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individually to process the color images. To avoid some disadvantages of RGB space, some other color spaces are proposed, such as XYZ, YUV, HSI, and Lab. Satisfactory performance has been achieved by these representation strategies in various color image processing applications.
Recently, a novel color image representation strategy, so-called quaternionic representation (QR) [6] - [8] , has aroused increasing research interests in the area of color image processing. For each pixel in the color image, QR usually makes use of a quaternion to encode the three color components, representing the image by a quaternion matrix. Several research works have proved that QR has the merits of considering interactions among color channels, lower computational cost, and exploring cross correlation, etc. Consequently, QR has been successfully involved into many color image processing applications, such as denoising [9] - [12] , smoothing [13] , segmentation [14] , [15] , feature extraction/ representation [16] - [20] , and many others.
Based on QR, several basic quaternionic operators, such as modulus, phase, and rotation, have been employed to handle VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ the quaternion matrix. These operators also provide new perspectives for color image processing. Among all existing operators, the Clifford translation and rotation are two important ones [21] , [22] . Compared with other simple operators, Clifford translation and rotation are able to discover more complex characteristics of color images, and they have been applied to derive local descriptors and design different quaternonic distances for impulse noise detection [11] , [12] . However, despite of the success of Clifford translation and rotation operations of quaternions, they still explore limited characteristics among color channels. The reason lies in that a few quaternons are involved in these transforms. For example, the Clifford translation (see Eqs. (11) and (12)) just considers the relations between two quatenrons, while the rotation operator takes account of three. These existing operators reveal shallow relationships among color channels such that they cannot obtain satisfactory performance to some complicated color image processing problems.
In this paper, to address the aforementioned limitations of existing quaternionic operators, we propose a novel operator, named Multiple-Action Transform of Quaternion (MATQ), for color image processing. Inspired by the popular deep learning techniques, the proposed MATQ cascades some basic quaternonic operators together, forming a multiple architecture. For a quaternon, MATQ involves some other quaternions in the architecture. Using different basic quaternionic operators, MATQ is able to extract different information of a color pixel represented by a quaternion. Three MATQ transforms are presented as examples, and they are detailed studied. We finally introduce two applications of MATQ, i.e., impulse noise detection and image feature extraction of color images. The MATQ-based approaches have been evaluated by comparing with some state-of-theart algorithms, and the comparison results indicate that the proposed approaches outperform the competing ones.
In summary, the main contributions of this work can be listed as follows:
• We propose MATQ as a novel transform for color image processing in the quaternion domain. Three examples of MATQ are given and studied in detail.
• Based on MATQ, we develop a quaternionic distance for impulse noise detection as well as a feature representation for color image classification.
• Extensive experiments are conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of MATQ. The results indicate that MATQ is a promising tool for color image.
The rest of this paper is constructed as follows. Section II briefly introduces some related work, and Section III presents the proposed MATQ in detail. After that, Section IV gives two applications of MATQ. Sections V and VI finally offer the experimental results and conclusion, respectively.
II. RELATED WORK
This section briefly reviews some related work, including the quaternion number system, quaternionic representation (QR) of color images, and two commonly used operators of quaternion, respectively.
A. THE QUATERNION NUMBER SYSTEM
In 1843, Irish mathematician Hamilton first extended the 2D complex number system to a novel 4D number system, called quaternion [23] . In mathematics, the quaternion numbers are spanned by four basic elements {1, i, j, k} such that a quaternionq can be described as Eq. (1):
where {a, b, c, d} are real numbers. The basic elements satisfy the following rules:
Eqs. (2)- (3) indicate that the multiplication of quaternions is non-commutative.
Some commonly used quaternion operators ofq, namely conjugate, modulus, inverse, addition, and multiplication, are defined as follows respectively:
If a = 0,q is known as a pure quaternion. The modulus of a unit quaternion equals to 1. Based on Euler's formula,q can be represented in the polar form:
are known as the eigenaxis and eigenangle (phase) ofq.
B. QUATERNIONIC REPRESENTATION (QR) OF COLOR IMAGES
Color images are usually represented in the RGB color space. Let R(m, n), G(m, n), and B(m, n) be the red, green, and blue color components of a color image at position (m, n). The most common way is to handle each channel individually, resulting in the neglect of their intra relations. The quaternionic representation (QR) encodes all color channels by a quaternion as follows:
Q(x, y) is the QR of the color pixel at position (m, n). Any operations conducted toQ(x, y) involve all R(m, n), G(m, n), and B(m, n) such that a specific relation will be explored. [22] . SAMQ considers the interaction between two quaternions. Given a quaternionq, its right SAMQ is defined as follows:
whereṗ is another quaternion. We can similarly obtain the left SAMQ as
Note that generally F r s = F l s . Ifṗ is a unit quaternion, SAMQ is known as the Clifford translation.
To further consider more relations, DAMQ ofq involves three quaternions as
Settingq,ṗ 1 , andṗ 2 to proper values, we can achieve different transforms. Some example transforms of DAMQ are listed in Table 1 , including reflection, 3D rotation, and 4D rotation, respectively.
III. MULTIPLE-ACTION TRANSFORM OF QUATERNON
This section details the proposed MATQ. [25] - [27] , wavelet scattering network (ScatNet) [28] , [29] , and PCA network (PCANet) [30] . Extensive experimental results have been proved that these architecture networks are able to discover higher level features from images, which are abstract and close to the sematic representations of the object. Inspired by these success, we target to propose a novel operator, which consists of a hierarchical architecture, to process the color images in the quaternion domain. The proposed operator is expected to provide a better representation of color images rather than SAMQ and DAMQ.
B. DEFINITION OF MATQ
It can be seen that the architecture network consists of several basic operators, like wavelet transform in ScatNet and PCA transform in PCANet. In this work, we consider SAMQ and DAMQ as the basic operators. Integrating SAMQ and DAMQ together into a architecture network, we propose a novel transform, called the
Multiple-Action Transform of Quaternon (MATQ). Its definition is given as following:
Definition 1: Let {q,ṗ 1 , · · · ,ṗ n } be a set of quaternions. The Multiple-Action Transform of Quaternon (MATQ)q by {ṗ 1 , · · · ,ṗ n } is defined as:
where f l (q, ·) can be either SAMQ or DAMQ ofq, andq l is the corresponding transform result. Note that the multiplication operation is used in MATQ. We do not consider the division operation because it can achieve similar results. The division can be transformed to the multiplication. These two operations will achieve similar results in color image processing.
Eq. (14) illustrates a MATQ network consisting of n architectures. Each architecture f l (q,ṗ) contains one characteristic ofq, and this characteristic is determined byṗ l . The multiplication between two neighbouring architectures will explore deeper interactions among color channels. On the other hand, by settingṗ l with proper SAMQ or DAMQ, we can obtain different network to study the image information. In the following, three MATQs are given as examples. 
C. EXAMPLES OF MATQ
Based on the definition of MATQ, it is possible to develop different transforms to handle the color images. In this work, we provide three MATQ examples, representing as follows:
It can be seen that F 1 (q,ṗ 1 ,ṗ 2 ) is a combination of two SAMQs, namelyqṗ 1 andqṗ 2 . The second transform F 2 (q,ṗ 1 ,ṗ 2 ) is achieved by combining a DAMQ (qṗ 1q ) and a SAMQ (ṗ 2q ).
To provide an in-depth analysis of F 1 (q,ṗ 1 ,ṗ 2 ), F 2 (q,ṗ 1 ,ṗ 2 ), and F 3 (q,ṗ 1 ,ṗ 2 ) in color image processing, we discuss the two transforms using the color channels of color images. Letq = R 0 i + G 0 j + B 0 k be a QR of a color pixel.ṗ 1 andṗ 2 are set to pure quaternions such that they are coherent with QR of color images. Suppose thaṫ
Note that the multiplication of quaternions meets the associative law. Hence, F 1 can be rewritten to (qṗ 1 )(qṗ 2 ). According to the quaternion multiplication, we have:
It can be seen that the coefficients ofqṗ 1 include two parts. One is the inner product of two color vector, (R 0 , G 0 , B 0 ) and
. The other part is the difference of cross multiplication of two color components.qṗ 1 has been successfully applied to derive QLBP in [18] . Similarly, it has: 
where
It can be seen from Eqs. (18)- (19) (20) and (21), we can find that F 1 (q,ṗ 1 ,ṗ 2 ) is based on high level descriptions of different color channels rather than their intensities. More specially, µ 1 and µ 2 measure the similarities betweenq and
are the cross differences of color components, which also can be considered as special image contrasts.
2) ANALYSIS OF F 2
It is a common strategy to handle the color image by converting it from RGB color space to other space. To similarly execute this strategy in the quaternion domain, we first conduct a transform to the quaternion number. Note that the rotation result of a pure quaternion is still a pure quaternion. As a result, by performing the rotation to the quaternion, we can easily change the position of a color pixel in the color space. Based on this point of view, we derive F 2 as in Eq. (16) . As shown in Eq. (16), it is easy to find thatṗ 1qṗ
2 are rotation operations ofq alongṗ 1 andṗ 2 , yielding two novel quaternions. The Clifford translation is then conducted to the obtained ones. That is, F 2 first maps a quaternion into other spaces via rotation operation, and then further considers their relations by Clifford translation. By settingṗ 1 andṗ 2 with different values, we can explore different characteristics ofq.
3) ANALYSIS OF F 3
As a variant of F 1 and F 2 , F 3 is a combination of rotation transform and the Clifford translation, i.e. F 3 = (ṗ 1qṗ −1 1 )(qṗ 2 ). In this situation,q is first converted to another quaternion viaṗ 1 , whileqṗ 2 extract the similarity and cross differences ofq and p 2 . After that, the the similarity and cross differences of the obtained quaternion and (qṗ 2 ) is further studied by translation Clifford operator.
Taking the well-known Lena image as an example, we conduct the aforementioned F 1 , F 2 , and F 3 to it respectively. p 1 andṗ 2 are set to √ 2 2 (i + j) and √ 2 2 (j + k). We conduct the transform to each pixel of the image, resulting in three quaternionic matrices. Fig. 1 visually illustrates the real and imaginary parts of the obtained matrices. For the real parts, we can find that they are similar to the grayscale version of Lena image with differences on some local regions. To clearly see their similarity, the histograms of the grayscale Lena image and the ones shown in Fig. 1(a) -(c) are plotted in Fig. 2 . The results indicate that these images have different intensity distributions. Considering the results of imaginary parts, shown in Fig. 1(d)-(f) , it can be seen that the coefficients of i, j and k components differ, forming different color images. That is, MATQ is able to explore various information of the color images.
D. DISCUSSION
The definition of MATQ in Eq. (14) indicates that it transforms a quaternion to another one. However, the proposed Fig. 1(a)-(c) .
MATQ has the following advantages compared with SAMQ or DAMQ.
• MATQ involves more parameters in contrast with SAMQ and DAMQ. There are two different parameters for DAMQ at most, while there is one in SAMQ. For MATQ, it takes account of more parameters by integrating several basic transforms. As a result, MATQ is mush more flexible than SAMQ and DAMQ, providing various transform results for a given quaternion.
• MATQ consists of a hierarchical architecture. As aforementioned, MATQ cascades several SAMQ and DAMQ to form a multiple architecture. Fig. 3 shows the derivation of MATQ, where f 1 , f 2 , · · · , and f n can be either SAMQ or DAMQ. Note that these SAMQ or DAMQ will generate several quaternions, as depicted in the second part of Fig. 3 . Using the associative law of multiplication, we can integrate the obtained quaternions by every two or three ones. Hence, we can further conduct SAMQ or DAMQ to the obtained quaternions. Repeat the above procedure until there is only one quaternion. This procedure is summarized in Fig. 3 . It can be seen that there is a hierarchical structure in MATQ. The number of quaternions in each layer differ, and these quaternions carry different characteristics of the image. Owing to these merits, MATQ is a promising tool to handle different color image processing applications in the quaternion domain.
IV. TWO APPLICATIONS OF MATQ
As aforementioned, there are several useful quaternions in the derivation of MATQ. Based on the discussions in Section III-C, the coefficients of these quaternions represent specific characteristics. To comprehensively utilize the information among color channels, we apply the coefficients of the quaternions for further applications, rather than those quaternions themselves. This strategy brings two main advantages. First, these coefficients contain sufficient information for color image applications. Second, the coefficients, forming a real vector, can be processed conveniently. Therefore, using the vectors generated by MATQ, we present two applications of MATQ, namely impulse noise detection and classification of color images.
A. IMPULSE NOISE DETECTION USING MATQ
In the procedure of image acquirement or transmission, the color images are usually corrupted by impulse noise. Detection of impulse noise in grayscale image has been fully studied. For color images, several QR-based approaches have been proposed recently [11] , [12] . The key step of these methods are the distance measurement of two quaternions, namely the quaternionic distance. Some distances have been developed from different perspectives. Here, we design a simple distance for quaternions via MATQ.
1) NOISE MODEL
In real life, the generation mechanism of impulse noise to the color image is different from case to case. As a result, VOLUME 7, 2019 many models have been proposed to simulate the real impulse noise [31] . In this paper, the following impulse noise generation model is used to corrupt the noise-free color images [12] :
, with probability p, I (m, n), with probability 1 − p,
where I (m, n), I n (m, n), and H (m, n) represent the original pixel, the observed corrupted pixel, and the noise vector at position (m, n) respectively. p is a parameter to control the noise level, which indicates the probability that I n (m, n) is corrupted.
More specifically, we conduct Eq. (22) to a noise-free color images as follows. First, each channel of the color image I is independently corrupted by random impulse values that meet a uniform distribution in the range [0, 255] with a previously given probability p. After that, for the positions that are noised in one or more color channels, we further corrupt their remainder channels with a probability of 50%. As a results, the final noise contamination ratio will be larger that p in Eq. (22) .
2) PROPOSED QUATERNIONIC DISTANCE
Here we introduce a simple measurement to describe the similarity between two quaternionsq 1 andq 2 . We first carry out several MATQ transforms to each quaternion. As aforementioned in Section III-C, the coefficients of every transform result contain specific characteristics of the images. Suppose the coefficients of all MATQ transforms ofq 1 andq 2 by
where L is the total number of all coefficients. Then the distance ofq 1 andq 2 , denoted by QDis MATQ , is defined by (23) where | · | 1 represents the l 1 -norm of a vector. It can be seen that QDis MATQ (q 1 ,q 2 ) is derived from different MATQ transform results such that it is able to reveal more complex relationships between two quaternions rather than those results of some simple transforms.
3) IMPULSE NOISE DETECTION
As aforementioned, we evaluate different QDs from the view-point of noise detection and denoised performance. In this paper, we use the framework proposed by Geng et al. [31] to detect and remove the noisy pixel. Consider a 3 × 3 patch in the color image, which is represented byQ = [q 1 ,q 2 ,q 3 ;q 4 ,q 5 ,q 6 ;q 7 ,q 8 ,q 9 ]. Then we compute the total distances between the center pixelq 5 
1) MATQ-BASED CODEBOOK DERIVATION
The key step in BoW model is the derivation of the codebook. Given a set of color images that are used for training, we can obtain numerous MATQ results from each pixel. If we directly apply these vectors to derive the codebook, it will be very time consuming. To avoid this problem, we first conduct a pooling operation to the MATQ results. Let E l (m, n), m = 1, · · · , M , n = 1, ·, N be the lth coefficient of MATQ result. We uniformly divide E l into R × C non-overlapping local patches. Denote these patches by { r,c |r = 1, · · · , R, c = 1, · · · , C}, and the size of each r,c will be
The pooling operation is conducted as:
The maximum pooling is used here as in Eq. (24) .Ê l is the corresponding result, which is a matrix with size of R × C. There are at least two advantages using the pooling operation here. First, it will improve the efficiency to the following codebook extraction procedure. Second, the pooling operation is able to capture the most discriminative characteristics within the local patch. After the pooling procedure, each training image yields R×C vectors. Concentrating the vectors of all training image together, we can obtain all the features of image images. Then a clustering technique is used to obtain the representative ones to form the codebook. In this work, the popular K-means algorithm is selected. The derivation of codebook is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Derivation of codebook for the proposed method
Input: A set of training color images, the parameters for MATQ, and the codeword number N c for clustering.
• Step 1: For each color image used for training, do (a) Represent the image via a quaternion matrix; (b) Perform MATQ to the quaternion matrix using given parameters, and extract the corresponding coefficients; (c) Conduct the pooling operation to each coefficient matrix of the MATQ results;
• Step 2: Carry out the K-means approach to all obtained vectors to get N c clusters as codewords. Output: A codebook that consists of N c codewords.
2) MATQ-BASED FEATURE EXTRACTION
After the derivation of codebook, we can extract a feature representation for a color image. To this end, we first represent the image by a quaternion matrix, and perform MATQ to each element of the matrix. As aforementioned, the pooling operation yields R × C vectors from the image. For each vector, we represent it via a codeword from the whole codebook. Finally, we account the frequencies of all codewords, namely the histogram, as a feature representation of the color image. The proposed MATQ-based feature extraction approach is referred to as MATQ-BoW because it is mainly based on these two techniques. The derivation of MATQ-BoW is briefly summarized as Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 MATQ-BoW feature extraction
Input: An input color images, the parameters for MATQ, and a codebook.
• Step 1: For the input color image, conduct the operations described in Step 1 of Algorithm 1, resulting in a set of vectors.
• Step 2: Find a codeword from the codebook to represent each obtained vector according to the nearest distance.
• Step 3: Account the frequencies of all codewords, forming a histogram as the MATQ-BoW feature. Output: MATQ-BoW feature for the input color image.
3) DISCUSSION
From the derivation of MATQ-BoW, we can find that there key steps, i.e., MATQ, pooling, and Bow representation. MATQ first map a pixel in the color image into a higher dimension space to capture the image characteristics from different aspects. The pooling operation is conducted on a local region of the image. Different local region of the MATQ results form a cubic space, which carries much more information than the three local regions on red, green, and blue channels. To efficiently tackle the cubic space, the pooling operation further converts in into a vector. Finally, the BoW model offers a compact representation for the image. Therefore, the proposed MATQ-BoW mothed integrates three techniques in a rational way such that it possesses all their merits for feature extraction.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, several experimental results will be given to demonstrate the effectiveness of MATQ in color image processing. As previously mentioned, our experiments are conducted via two applications, i.e. impulse noise detection and image classification.
A. RESULTS OF IMPULSE NOISE DETECTION 1) EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
Eight commonly used color images are selected as test images in this experiments. These images shown in Fig. 4 , and the size of each image is normalized to 256 × 256.
For each test image, the impulse noise model given in Eq. 22 is used to generate the noise images. The noise level is set to 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, and 0.25 respectively. Take the well-known Lean image as an example. We corrupt it by different degrees of noise. The obtained images are illustrated in Fig. 5 , where Fig. 5 (a)-(d) are the corrupted images by corresponding noise levels, and Fig. 5 (e) -(f) are four binary images in which the white points are those corrupted pixels. VOLUME 7, 2019 It can be seen that more portions of pixels are noised rather that noise level. The rates of corrupted pixels are 27.08%, 38.57%, 48.85%, and 57.81% respectively, which are more than double of the corresponding noise levels.
The following quaternionic distances are chosen for comparison, namely the modulus-based distance and the rotation-based distances [11] , [12] , [31] . The first distance is the modulus of difference between two quaternions, i.e. |q 1 −q 2 |. The second type of quaternions are derived by integrating rotation and other information of color images. We denote these competing and developed distances by QDis 1 , QDis 2 [31] , QDis 3 [11] , QDis 4 [12] , and QDis MATQ respectively.
2) EVALUATION MEASURES
Using the proposed method described in Section IV-A, we can determine a pixel is noise-free or corrupted on the test image. The detection result is evaluated from following quantitative measures:
• Number of Miss Detections (NMD): This measure account those pixels that are detected as corrupted ones but they actually are noise-free.
• Number of False-hit Detection (NFD): This measure account the corrupted pixels on the test image that are detected as noise-free.
• Number of Wrong Detection (NWD): Both miss and false-hit are wrong detections. Hence, this measure is the sum of the above two measures, namely NWD=NFD+NMD. A good quaternionic distance is expected to correctly detect the corrupted pixels with less false-hit detections. NMD and NFD evaluate the noise detection performance of an approach from different perspectives, and there usually is a trade-off between them. Hence, NWD is to describe the overall performance of a quaternionic distance.
3) COMPARISON RESULTS
For each noise level, we add the impulse noise to each noise-free color image for ten times, generating totally 80 corrupted images. The proposed QDis MATQ and existing quaternionic distances are then used to detect the noise pixels on the obtained images. We calculate the NMD and NFD of the detection results for each corrupted image. The average NMD and NFD of all images for each noise level are computed and depicted on Figs. 6 and 7.
Observing the NMD results in Fig. 6 , we can find that the performance of rotation-based distances is better than that of modulus-based distance. The detection results of QDis 1 and QDis 2 are close in all situations. When the noise level is 0.1, QDis MATQ and QDis 4 achieve comparable performance. The second best result, obtained by QDis 3 , is about 500 miss detections more than those of QDis MATQ and QDis 4 . As the noise level increases, QDis MATQ gets significant improvements in contrast with QDis 4 .
As shown in Fig. 7 , it can be seen that it is more difficult to avoid false-hit detection for all methods. When the noise level is set to 0.1, the differences among QDis 2 , QDis 3 , QDis 4 , and QDis MATQ are about 1000 in terms of NFD. As the noise level increases to 0.15, the NFD values of all competing approaches get close. For more large noise levels, QDis 3 outperforms QDis 1 , QDis 2 , and QDis 4 . We can observe that the proposed QDis MATQ obviously get much less false-hit detections for larger noise levels.
Finally, we present the NWD results of all algorithms in Table 2 , which take account of miss and false-hit detections at the same time. The average NWD values of every test image and all test ones are given respectively. These results indicate that the noise detection performance is quite related to the image content. That is, it is more difficult to detect the impulse noise for the following color images: F16, Lena, Peppers, and Fruits. Among all competing distances, QDis 4 achieves best performance in terms of NWD. In small noise level, QDis MATQ slightly works better than QDis 4 on average. As the noise level increases, the results of QDis MATQ are more satisfactory than those of QDis 4 .
B. RESULTS OF COLOR IMAGE CLASSIFICATION
MATQ-BoW, describing the distribution of all local patches, can be considered as a local feature of the image such that it can be used to several color image processing applications. In this work, the proposed method is evaluated via the well-known texture image classification task. Three commonly used color texture image database, namely KTH-TIPS 2A [33] , USPTex [34] , and Outex TC00013 [35] , are selected in the following experiments. A detailed description of these databases are given in Table 3 , including class number, number of each class, and total number. We randomly select some example texture images from each database, and illustrate them on Fig. 8 . The developed MATQ-BoW approach will be compared with several state-of-the-art methods reported in the technical literature. Note that all competing algorithms are evaluated using the same experimental setting to achieve a fair comparison. Fig. 8 depicts several example images of KTH-TIPS2-a database on the first row. There are totally eleven categories of texture materials in this database, namely aluminium foil, brown bread, corduroy, cork, cotton, cracker, lettuce leaf, linen, white bread, wood, and wool, forming 4395 images together. The contents of image for each category tremendous vary because they are captured using various scales, illumination directions, and poses respectively.
1) KTH-TIPS2-A DATABASE
To provide a fair comparison, we follow the standard experimental setting reported in previous studies. Specifically, 33 images, three for each material, are randomly selected from the entire database. These images are considered as training set, while the remainder ones form the testing set. The ratio of the correct classification images to all testing ones is regarded as the classification accuracy. We repeat the above procedure four times using different training and testing partitions, and apply the average accuracy as the performance of each method. Two types of approaches are chosen for comparison. The first categories are some local features that are extracted from each color channel individually, including LBP [36] , WLD [37] , SIFT [38] , SURF [39] , LCVBP [40] , DRLBP [41] , and DRLTP [41] , respectively. The rest competing methods are quaternionrepresentation-based features, namely QLBP [18] , QLRBP [24] , and QMCBP q [32] , respectively. The nearest neighbor (NN) classifier with l 1 -norm distance is utilized for the developed MATQ-BoW feature.
The classification accuracies of all competing methods are detailed in Table 4 . For this database, SIFT feature outperforms LBP by 0.013 in terms of classification rate. The improved versions of LBP, such as LCVBP, DRLBP, and DRLTP, all achieve better performance than LBP and SIFT. SURF, an improvement of SIFT, obtains comparable performance with DRLTP. The result of image contrast-based feature WLD surpasses those of LBP, SIFT, and DRLBP, but is worse than the other image contrast-based feature QMCBP q , which is an integration of QR, Michelson contrast, and LBP. Among four QR-based features, which are derived via different perspectives, the proposed MATQ-BoW gains the best performance this database, and it improves the second best method by 2.6%. MATQ-BoW also significantly ourperforms the other traditional approaches.
2) USPTEX DATABASE
This database contains totally 191 categories of texture images, and each category consists of 12 images, yielding 2292 color images together. Each image is with 128 × 128 in size. Some example ones are plotted on the second row of Fig. 8 . Here we follow the standard experimental setting that is used for this database, namely two thirds of the entire database is randomly chosen to construct a training set, while one thirds of the database is employed as testing set. The correct classification rate on the testing set is considered here, and the average result of ten repeatations are finally reported as the performance of each competing method. Apart from those traditional and QR-based methods used in the first database, the following algorithms, including average RGB, LBP+Haralick [42] , MSD [43] , Multilayer CCR [44] , HRF [45] , Gabor EEE [46] , [47] , and shortest graph [48] , are also selected for evaluation. Table 5 reports the classification performance of all competing methods. We can observe that the classification rates vary in a large range. If we directly consider the average RGB intensity, the classification result will be 0.3619. This result can be significantly improved by taking account of other information of texture images. The well-known LBP and SIFT features surpass average RGB by about 0.5. Among all QR-based methods, MATQ-BoW obtains the most satisfactory performance. WLD, LCVBP, and WLD all achieve better performance than QMCBP q , but their results are all less than that of MATQ-BoW by different degrees.
3) OUTEX TC00013 DATABASE
This database consists of 68 categories of texture images, and there are 20 images for each category respectively. Hence the image number is 1360 in total. Several examples are shown on the third row of Fig. 8 , whose size is 128×128. For this database, we carry out the experiment using the same setting and competing methods as those used in the USPTex database. Table 6 reports the classification performance of all testing methods on this database. In this situation, the average RGB feature achieves better results that is obtained on USPTex database, and it outperforms MSD [43] , Multilayer CCR [44] , HRF [45] , and Gabor EEE [46] , [47] by different degrees. LCVBP and QLRBP gains comparable performance here. The Weber's Law based method WLD gets more satisfactory results. The other contrast-based feature QMCBP q does not work well on this database. The proposed MATQ-BoW outperforms the other QR-based feature as well as the second best feature WLD. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented MATQ as a novel operator for color image processing in the quaternionic domain. Unlike some existing operators (like Clifford translation or rotation), MATQ is able to consider more comprehensive characteristics among color channels by integrating some basic operations to form a multiple architecture. The proposed MATQ has been successfully used to two applications, namely impulse noise detection and image classification. The evaluation results indicate that MATQ is a promising technique for color image processing. Based on MATQ, there are several interesting directions deserving further investigations in the future. For example, we can extend MATQ to other applications, such as color image segmentation, image quality assessment, RGB-D image processing, objection detection. Besides, we need to couple the learning strategy to find suitable operators and structure of MATQ such that it is able to better represent the essential characteristics of color images.
